Enhance your FLUENT experience
with advanced post-processing!
FLUENT provides extensive modeling capabilities that you
use to understand and improve processes and systems. Build
on that power with FIELDVIEW, the world’s leading CFD
post-processor:
¾ Faster, easier, more intuitive interaction with your
data. Get more done in less time!

Explore mixing
patterns via
feature detection

¾ Use advanced quantitative tools to add value to the
FLUENT solution results.
¾ Create convincing presentations and high quality
animations in a fraction of the time!
COMPARE DATASETS VISUALLY AND NUMERICALLY

FIELDVIEW permits you to read in more than one FLUENT
case at a time for comparison. Read and append data sets
from any source (such as other solver codes or experimental
data) for side-by-side comparison. Use Dataset Comparison
mode in FIELDVIEW’s CFD Calculator to create formulas
using quantities from more than one dataset, such as “Pressure
(Data Set 1) minus Pressure (Data Set 2)”. You can also
compare between different timesteps in an unsteady case, to
examine perturbations.

HIGH-QUALITY RENDERING FOR IMAGES & ANIMATIONS

Blended (alpha) transparency so that your presentations and
animations will have the highest available quality. You can
export as JPEG, TIFF, MPEG or AVI files and paste them
directly into Word documents or Powerpoint presentations.
PARTIAL SURFACE INTEGRATION

VISUALIZE TRANSIENT PARTICLE BEHAVIOR

FIELDVIEW provides direct support for particle paths that
you have calculated within FLUENT. With the aid of a
FLUENT UDF (available through Fluent Support), creating
transient particle animations is extremely fast and accurate.
FLUENT exports results into a FIELDVIEW-UNS file (for
the dataset) and a FIELDVIEW binary particles path file
(for the particles). These files are automatically recognized
as transient and synchronized in time. Creating a transient
animation is then done easily and quickly via the FV GUI.

FLUENT customers often ask for the ability to compute mass
flows or other integrated quantities on part of a cutting plane or
other surface. Consider a manifold with 3 ducts: a single cut
may pass through all 3 ducts, but you need mass flow for each
duct, not the sum of all three. With FIELDVIEW, you simply
click on the plane within the desired duct and you get the
integrated quantity for that part of the cut plane. It is that
simple! When you use this feature with FVX, you can even
sweep to get a mass flow profile along each ducts.
ADVANCED AUTOMATION FOR CFD

FVX will let you read datasets, create and manipulate surfaces,
and perform complex quantitative post-processing tasks using
a real programming language. Many of our customers have
already put FVX to work for them, automating post-processing
and streamlining day-to-day operations. Applications include
parametric control of streamline seeds and rakes, calculation
and plotting of complex quantities such as drag profiles and
variation coefficients.
These are just some of the reasons that FLUENT users
choose FIELDVIEW . For the complete picture, and to
find out about a free trial, please contact us. W e will be
happy to get you started, so you can see for yourself how
FIELDVIEW will help you save time, improve the quality
of your presentations and be more confident that you
have the answers that you need!
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FIELDVIEW Features
INTERFACES

ANIMATION

FVX (ADVANCED SCRIPTING)

CFD++
CFX-4, -5 and -TASCflow
CGNS (UNIX FIELDVIEW)
Cobalt
FIDAP/Polyflow
FIELDVIEW Unstructured Format
FLOW-3D ®
FLUENT
Gasp
MIT’s pV3 Client-server Co-processing
NASA’s Plot3D, enhanced via function files,
single/double precision, automatic byte swapping
NPARC/WIND
Overflow
STAR-CD
64-bit SGI Version supports datasets with billions
of nodes/cells
Arbitrary Elements with hanging nodes
Support for face-based results for extremely
accurate numerical integration

“Single mouse click” animation of surfaces,
streamlines and vector fields
Interactive KeyFrame animation for fly-thrus, side
by side sweeps, exploded views, fade in/out, etc.
Scripting Language for “batch mode” animation
Substitute new datasets into existing animations
Create flipbooks (movies) of any animation
Automatic playback of flipbooks with rate control
Save flipbooks out to disk with conversion choice
of popular formats (MPEG, AVI, etc.)

Looping and Control Structures (IF, WHILE, etc)
User-defined Variables and Function Calls
Double precision calculations
Built-in functions for mathematics, strings, format
Read Datasets (steady and transient)
Query datasets to lookup functions, surfaces, etc.
Read and write to files and pipes
Create, Modify, Query and Delete all Visualization
Surface Types, Streamlines and Streaklines
Numerical Integration and Probe into Variables
Create GUI Panels with buttons, sliders and type-ins
Comprehensive 2D Plot package (line plots, bar
charts, lin/log axes, curve fitting, fonts, symbols,
line styles, Postscript output)
Invoke UNIX/Windows applications
Control display attributes of surfaces & streamlines
Query streamlines to get residence time per seed

VISUALIZATION SURFACES
Computational (I,J,K) Surfaces
Coordinate (X,Y,Z or R,T,Z) Surfaces
Iso-Surfaces of any function
Cutting Planes at arbitrary orientations
Boundary Surfaces (walls, inlets, outlets, etc.)
Export surfaces as text files for outboard use

ROTATING MACHINERY
Region definition for rotating reference frames
Direct support for R-Theta-Z cuts and calculations
Transform flow quantities between relative and
absolute, Cartesian, R,T,Z frames
Blade Row definitions (pitch, , etc.)

IMPORTED PARTICLE PATHS
Animate pre-calculated particle paths
Particle size and color controlled by flow field data
or particle specific data
Use particle paths to display sparse (point) data
Filter out particles by size, temperature, source, etc.
Direct support for STAR-CD, FLUENT, FIDAP
and Polyflow particle export files

VECTORS

STREAMLINES
Interactive control of seed particles
Create lines and surfaces of particles
Distribute seeds on any visualization surface
Draw streamlines as: filaments, ribbons, spheres
Integration across multiple blocks and overset grid
systems (structured & unstructured)
Color streamlines by any variable
Export streamlines as text files for outboard use

Built-in CFD Functions: NASA Plot3D Functions
and NPARC/WIND
Link in User-defined Subroutines (UNIX/LINUX)
Extensive list of pre-defined math functions (curl,
grad, div,dot, sin, cos, mag, etc.)
Create new scalar or vector quantities
Save and restore new formulas automatically
Use functions that span data sets (for comparison)

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
Calculate surface integrals, averages and area along
any surface, partial surface or group of surfaces
Sweep integration surfaces through dataset
Compute Vector dot Normal, Nx, Ny, Nz

FEATURE EXTRACTION
Surface flows patterns for euler or viscous flows
Vortex core detection, two analysis methods
Separation and Re-attachment lines
Shock surface detection: steady & transient
Extracted features can be used to seed streamlines

Scripts & restart files to automate repetitive tasks
Batch Mode operation

IMAGE OUTPUT
PostScript for document quality results (PS/EPS)
Output of both 3D graphics and 2D line plots
Supports popular formats: JPEG, TIFF, BMP, etc.
Supports Image Magick (open source imaging)

Display vectors on any surface
Vectors colored by additional variables
Display total vectors, vector components, or project
vectors onto surfaces
Use multiple vector fields at the same time

GROUPING

THRESHOLDING & SUBSETTING

Interactive view control with many options
Independent transformation of data sets, regions
(sub volumes), surfaces and annotation
Transparency: alpha blend, screen door, precise
Crystal Eyes ® Stereo Viewing (SGI, HP)
Axi-symmetric and radial “mirroring”
Perspective / Orthagonal Views
Specular highlights
Movable Light Source
“Crinkle Surface” rendering, shows entire cells
Use multiple datasets on screen simultaneously
Independent scaling in X,Y or Z

Control visibility of grids, regions, datasets
Cut away surfaces based upon any scalar function:
flow variables, geometry, user-defined

2D PLOTS

CFD CALCULATOR

AUTOMATION

Plot along Arbitrary curved surfaces
Plot of scalar data versus XYZ or RTZ
Import experimental data and plot
Plot along IJK grid lines
Plot at exact XYZ or RTZ section cuts
Create plots across multi-grid datasets
Export plot data into simple text files

POINT PROBE
Interactive point probe in the graphics window
Output X,Y,Z,I,J,K and scalar and vector values
Output of information to a file
Probe a series of locations specified in a file

Change appearance of multiple surfaces at once
Flexible grouping to control of walls, inlets, etc.
Move all surfaces within a region as a group

VIEWING & RENDERING

LICENSING
FlexLM ® for true floating licenses

CLIENT-SERVER OPERATION
True Client-server operation, cross platform
All FIELDVIEW Features, plus MIT’s pV3

TRANSIENT DATA

PARALLEL FIELDVIEW (Optional)

Read in transient data and animate results
Support for all unsteady mesh topologies (steady,
sliding, deforming, overset, etc.)
Compute transient streaklines with control over
emission rate, cycles, etc.
Replay streakline animation without recompute
Animate multiple unsteady cases for comparision

Supports 8, 16, 32, or 64 processors per dataset

PLATFORMS
SGI (IRIX)
HP (HP-UX)
IBM (AIX)
SUN (SOLARIS)
COMPAQ ALPHA (UNIX)
INTEL PC LINUX (Red Hat, Suse, etc.)
INTEL PC Windows (NT, 2000, XP/PRO)
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